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Background & Motivation

• To solve a new task, reinforcement learning agent generally
needs to learn from the scratch. Several existing works [1-2]
aim to improve the learning efficiency by reusing previously
learned skills to solve subtasks in a hierarchical reinforcement
learning setting. But none of them can support an extensible
library of skills and active subtask suggestion together.

• Instruction-following agent [3] is designed to understand
human’s instruction to support human-robot collaboration
scenarios. Besides, language description of visual observation
can speed the learning and support policy transfer [4] by
abstracting and clustering states.

• Considering the capability of pretrained large models (e.g.,
Flamingo [5], it will be possible and useful to enable the agent
to actively reason in language to support mission completion.

Approach Current Progress

• Implemented an episode-based PPO algorithm to train a HRL
agent to apply Flamingo model to determine the next optimal
skill. The module, “Skill Selection”, is currently replaced by a
policy header which decide which of the available skill should
be used.

• The experiment is conduct in BabyAI platform [6] that provides
partial-observation environment with a mission description
supported.

• As show in the figure, the designed HRL agent can quickly
learn to solve the task, unlock the door. This tells that the
accumulated semantics by the agent is useful.
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Problem

Application

Future Work

• How to build a reasoning module for the agent to improve
learning efficiency by reusing available skills and provide
explanations of its policy decision along the mission?

• In order to solve a task, the agent is trained in a hierarchical
reinforcement learning (HRL) setting to iteratively prompt a
meaningful subtask and select a promising skill for it.

• The agent proposes a subtask based on an accumulated
semantic representation of the mission status and
environment. The semantic representation is provided by the
vision-language model, Flamingo [5], by cross-attending
mission description, visual observations and subtask
descriptions.

• A promising skill is selected using a pretrained large language
model to measure the semantic distance between the subtask
description and each skill’s description.

• Design and implement the “Skill Selection” module

• When there is no promising skill, teaching agent to learn a
new skill for achieving the subgoal

• When selected promising skill does not achieve expected
performance, teaching the agent to polish the skill

• Human collaborators without expert knowledge in agent
learning can understand the agent’s behavior through the
provided language explanation and provide guidance and
instruction.

• In some scenarios, e.g. after earthquake, rescue robots are
sent to search for victims. Instead of sending back videos and
images that requires large transmission band, cost a big
amount of time and energy, it could be more efficient to have
the agent send back language explanation of its decision and
summary of the environment for human collaborators.


